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Mariusz Czarnomysy, owner

Mariusz Czarnomysy

ABOUT US

We are a Polish company with over 20 years of experience in the window 

covering industry. Our specialties include pleated shades and screen 

roller blinds, but we also make blinds, roller blinds, and mosquito nets. 

From the very beginning of our activity, we’ve been focusing on pro-

fessional service and comprehensive solutions, which include: design, 

production, sale, as well as installation and service of window covers.

 

Development and innovation guide our daily work, in which we con-

stantly strive to improve and bring the best products to the market. In 

addition, we have the competence and tools to modify and adapt pro-

ducts to individual needs.

 

The heart of our company are people: Employees, Customers, and Con-

tractors. Thanks to harmonious internal cooperation and listening to the 

needs of consumers we continously deSOL-Vp our offer.

  

 We are ready to carry out business orders. We will be happy to make 

products for you according to the individual project. We also have  

a comprehensive portfolio of ready-to-made products. We invite you to 

cooperate.

Vemar Team
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OUR ACTIONS

„The greatest joy is the satisfac-

tion of our customers, the trust 

they place in us and the com-

fort of mutual cooperation.

We take into account the individual needs of our customers
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OUR OFFER 

Our mission is to support customers in the proper selection of win-

dow coverings so that they answer their needs and the function  

of a given room. We focus on communication, thanks to learning 

about customer expectations, advising, and sharing our experience. 

We know every house deserves a proven window protection system, 

and each window should be taken care of individually.

 

 With business customers, we are flexible. We offer convenient terms 

of cooperation, remaining open to recipients’ comments, sugge-

stions, and observations. Efficient consultations and transparency  

in presenting the offer allowed us to build trust and long-term part-

nerships with numerous companies and organizations.
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 WHAT IS OUR SPECIALIZATION?

A wide range of technical and color  
solutions characterizes our offer.

In the VEMAR’s offer, the customers will find products for home inte-

riors and external shielding systems. This first group includes internal 

blinds, roman roller blinds, blinds, pleats, curtains, and curtain rods. 

On the outside, facade blinds, protective external roller blinds, pergo-

las, mosquito nets, awnings, and many other covering systems are 

installed. 
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OUR STANDARDS

CUTOMISED PRODUCTS 
Advanced line production allows 

us for an individual approach for 

each order.

SERVICE
All products purchased from us 

are under warranty.

CONSULTANCY
We help our customers in 

choosing a product, we also 

provide technical support.
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PLEATED SHADES 
INVASIVE  |  NON-INVASIVE  |  ROOF 

Versatility, matching many interiors and various arrangements, is an 

essential feature of window covers. Well-chosen window decorations 

allow you to make changes in the room’s interior without having to 

adjust the coverings each time. Pleated shades have such features 

- window coverings that combine functionality and aesthetic values. 

They are unusual window decorations, and at the same time, they 

protect against the sun and provide privacy. They can be fitted to all 

types of windows. Our offer includes fabrics made of recycled poly-

ester.

OUR OFFER
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The pleated shades are straightforward to use. They make it possible 

to raise and lower the upper and lower profile of the roller shutter in-

dependently. They allow complete control over which part of the win-

dow will remain exposed and which will be covered. They can be cu-

stomized, so the window size in a given room does not matter. Thanks 

to this, it is also an excellent solution for unusual window shapes, 

such as triangles, trapezoids, and semicircles. They will also cover 

roof windows and those in winter gardens.

OUR OFFER 
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PLISSÉGARDINER
Plisségardiners allsidighet gjør dem til en ideell løsning for man-

ge forskjellige rom i:

Eneboliger 

Leiligheter

Lokaler i første etasje 

VÅRT TILBUD
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DUO 3D ROLLER BLINDS
In response to trends in modern construction, we have created 

a group of 3D roller blinds. Their secret lies in the combination 

of modern design, extraordinary functionality and three-dimen-

sionality. What is their phenomenon? The blinds are provided with 

special fabric of spacious composition, thanks to which you can 

regulate the amount of light coming from the outside without 

the necessity to lift the blinds. They are mounted in an aluminium 

cassette, which foster its quick assembly and disassembly. In ad-

dition to its innovative design, the 3D model perfectly decorates 

the window.
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VÅRT TILBUD

Screens er rullegardiner laget av tekstiler med store dimensjoner. 

De er et veldig allsidig produkt som kan monteres både innendørs 

og utendørs.

Screen rullegardiner erstatter effektivt tradisjonelle rullegardiner 

og persienner og skaper en estetisk tiltalende og funksjonell helhet 

med vinduene. De mørklegger ikke rommene helt siden de har mo-

derat gjennomsiktighet. De sprer sollys og gir skygge og en følelse 

av intimitet. 

I interiør med screens er dagslyset behagelig filtrert, men utsikten 

bevares. Kontraster og reflekser dempes, samtidig som du kan se 

hva som skjer utenfor.
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FACADE BLINDS
Facade blinds effectively protect rooms against excessive solar 

radiation. They allow you to freely adjust the amount of light 

entering through the glass. The blinds are composed of flat 

movable slats made of aluminium tape. They effectively pro-

tect the rooms against heating, create convenient optical and 

thermal conditions and reduces noise levels. Facade blinds can 

be controlled electrically with an additional option of manual. 

They are perfect for modern architecture.
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PLEATED MOSQUITO NETS
Pleated mosquito nets are intended for installation both in windows 

(including roof windows), as well as in balcony and terrace doors. 

Their universality is due to their specific design - the net is folded out 

accordion-wise and its edges are located in a special guide. This 

structure provides that the entire system does not take up much spa-

ce, so it can be mounted in narrow glazing or in sliding patio doors. 
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VEMAR tilbyr plisségardiner i SOL-V-systemet. SOL-V har en „klikk-

-inn”- 

og „magnet”-festemetode som også forhindrer at den øvre profi-

len faller ned. Denne løsningen finnes i et bredt utvalg tekstiler med 

ulike grader av mørklegging.  

VÅRT TILBUD
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Individual models also differ in terms of the way the net moves 

- vertical, horizontal and double-sided versions are available, 

so you can easily find an option among these products tailo-

red to a specific application.

The insect screen profile is made of extruded aluminum, 

ensuring its high durability level. It is available in several co-

lors. Mesh used in this system is  made of fiberglass. Pleated 

mosquito nets provide an effective and ecological way to get 

rid of insects.
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SCREEN RULLEGARDINER

VÅRT TILBUD

Bruk av stadig større glassflater har blitt en merkbart økende trend i 

den moderne byggebransjen. Dette har ført til økt etterspørsel etter 

moderne solskjerming som utfyller stilen i huset ditt og skjermer mot 

sollys og innsyn. Screen rullegardiner, også kjent som screens, blan-

der seg sømløst inn i en rekke interiør- og fasadestiler takket være 

deres minimalistiske stil og er et perfekt valg for store glassflater.
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PERGOLAS
Outdoor pergolas provide effective protection against 

excessive sunlight and high temperatures. By creating 

additional relaxation space, they create an atmosphe-

re of privacy and coziness. Automated pergolas provide 

users with comfort not only during the summer day.

They are made of aluminium frame, powder coated 

in various colours
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Thanks to additional equipment options, such as Led lighting, 

weather sensors, radiators  and heating it is possible to use 

them for the whole year. The systems can be optionally 

expanded with slide type side covers (filled with Serge fabric 

or feathers) or Refleksole ZIIIP, which increases their functio-

nality and expands the possibilities of application.
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SCREEN ROLLER BLINDS

OUR OFFER

Modern construction has a growing trend to use large glazed sur-

faces. This results in the increasing demand for modern covers that 

complement the styling, protect from light and ensure privacy. Screen 

roller blinds, also known as reflexes, thanks to their minimalist style, 

perfectly match various kinds of interiors and facades of buildings 

and are an excellent choice for extensive glazing. 
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vers that complement the styling, protect 

from light and ensure privacy. Screen roller 
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kinds of interiors and facades of buildings 

and are an excellent choice for extensive 

glazing. 
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OUR OFFER 

Screen roller blinds are large-area blinds made of fabric. They are a 

very versatile product that can be installed both inside and outside 

the building.

 

Screen roller blinds effectively replace traditional roller blinds and 

blinds, creating an aesthetic and functional whole with windows. 

They do not entirely darken the rooms, as they are characterized 

by moderate transparency. Instead, they disperse the sun, giving 

shade and a sense of intimacy.

In the interiors where screen blinds have been installed, the light 

is pleasantly broken, but there is good visibility. Contrasts and re-

flections are suppressed, and simultaneously you can see what is 

happening outside through the screen blinds.
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Screen roller blinds are large-area blinds made of fabric. They are a very 

versatile product that can be installed both inside and outside the building.

Screen roller blinds effectively replace traditional roller blinds and blinds, 

creating an aesthetic and functional whole with windows. They do not entire-

ly darken the rooms, as they are characterized by moderate transparency. 

Instead, they disperse the sun, giving shade and a sense of intimacy.

In the interiors where screen blinds have been installed, the light is pleasantly 

broken, but there is good visibility. Contrasts and reflections are suppressed, 

and simultaneously you can see what is happening outside through the screen 

blinds.
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SCREEN ROLLER BLINDS 
Screen roller blinds will work, among others, in:

Private houses 

Offices 

Hospitals, hotels, restaurants 

Public buildings  

OUR OFFER
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SCREEN RULLEGARDINER
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The Vemar offer includes screen roller blinds in sizes from 40  

to 300 cm, and the maximum size is 5000x5000. We produce them 

in three standard colors: white, anthracite and grey. On individual 

request, it is possible to paint with colors from the rich RAL palette.

 

The sets have welded sides mounted in guides, which ensures their 

high functionality. It is possible to install a weather automation sys-

tem in the external blinds, protecting them in unfavorable weather 

conditions. Screen roller blinds are controlled manually or electri-

cally. This product has a similar effect to the mosquito net, so it can 

easily replace it. There is no doubt that screen toller blinds are the 

right choice for all large-size windows.

OUR OFFER 
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Ciesielska 2

15-542 Białystok, Poland

+48 506 774 994

export@vemar.pl

MAIN SALES SHOWROOM


